Motivation: Labelling experiments in biology usually make use of isotopically enriched substrates, with the two most commonly employed isotopes for metabolism being 2 H and 13 C. At the end of the experiment some metabolites will have incorporated the labelling isotope, to a degree that depends on the metabolic turnover. In order to propose a meaningful biological interpretation, it is necessary to estimate the amount of labelling, and one possible route is to exploit the fact that MS isotopic patterns reflect the isotopic distributions. Results: We developed the IsotopicLabelling R package, a tool able to extract and analyze isotopic patterns from liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and gas chromatography-MS (GC-MS) data relative to labelling experiments. This package estimates the isotopic abundance of the employed stable isotope (either 2 H or 13 C) within a specified list of analytes.
Introduction
In recent years there has been increasing interest in the application of metabolomics to medical and biological problems. However, many of the proposed metabolomics approaches turn out to be unsuitable to directly measure metabolic fluxes, which have to be indirectly inferred from pool sizes of metabolites. These limitations can be overcome by using stable isotopes to label metabolites in living cells, and stable isotope tracer-based approaches have been established for metabolite identification, quantification, and pathway analyses (Breitling, 2006; You, 2014) . Mass Spectrometry (MS) is particularly suitable to detect stable isotopes (Klein and Heinzle, 2012) , because the relative abundance of isotopes within a molecule has a direct impact on the isotopic pattern measured by the mass spectrometer.
Many software packages are available for predicting MS isotopic patterns (Ipsen, 2014; Rockwood, 1995; Valkenborg, 2012) and some exist for the analysis of experimental patterns resulting from labelling experiments (Capellades, 2016; Chokkathukalam, 2013; Huang, 2014; Millard, 2012) . In addition, algorithms for the determination of isotope incorporation into substrates have been described (Lee, 1991) . However, the already available software tools aim at either correcting for the contribution of naturally occurring isotopes, or finding the relative abundance between different isotopologues; a solution to directly estimate the abundance of the labelling isotope within target analytes is still lacking. To fill this gap, we developed the IsotopicLabelling R package, which can be used to assess the level of incorporation of the labelling isotope in a specific In a completely untargeted scenario, indeed, the labelling makes the isotopic patterns useless for annotation, and mass accuracy alone cannot be used to infer a reliable elemental composition (Kind and Fiehn, 2006) .
Methods

The input data
The IsotopicLabelling package requires MS pre-processed data which are fed to the algorithm as a data frame containing MS peak information (m/z, retention time (RT) and intensities or areas). In order to facilitate the use of IsotopicLabelling inside an xcms based pipeline (Smith, 2006) , an xcmsSet object can be directly provided as input. Alternatively, the input list of detected features can be obtained in a number of other ways, including the use of proprietary software. For targeted analyses it is also possible to provide a list containing only the isotopic pattern of the compound of interest.
IsotopicLabelling also features the possibility of analysing isotopic patterns of multiply charged species.
In addition to the MS data, the user should provide: (i) the molecular formula of the charged species of interest, (ii) the charge state of the target adduct (if different from 1, the default), (iii) the isotope used for labelling ( 2 H or 13 C), (iv) the mass accuracy, (v) the expected RT and (vi) an estimated width of the chromatographic peaks.
It is also possible to process a list of target analytes (batch processing) by providing the previous parameters in tabular format (see the manual for details).
Isotopologue information
The package first lists all the possible isotopologues generated by the incorporation of the stable isotope in the target analyte, determining their m/z: the lightest one is the monoisotopic species, while the heaviest one is the species where all the atoms of the labelling element are present as their heaviest isotope ( 2 H or 13 C). To estimate a correct level of incorporation, the package also takes into account the natural isotopic distributions of all the elements present in the target analyte.
Extraction of the experimental patterns
Next, the package identifies the target experimental patterns by matching the m/z of the experimental features with the calculated isotopologue masses and applying an additional filter on the maximum tolerated retention time shift. The results are organized in a table of extracted MS patterns (one for each sample).
When extracting the signals, IsotopicLabelling properly takes into consideration the specified charge state of the adducts.
Importantly, the assumption being made during extraction and further analysis is that the mass resolution is not high enough to resolve the isotopic fine structure. Therefore, isobaric isotopologues are considered to give rise to a single mass peak.
Isotopic pattern analysis
The extracted patterns are then analyzed: for each sample, the abundance of the labelling isotope is estimated through a weighted nonlinear least squares fitting whereby the theoretical pattern that best reproduces the experimental one is found; in order to correct for heteroskedasticity, the experimental signals are given weights proportional to the square root of their intensity. As a measure of the fitting accuracy, the standard error of the regression (SER) is also provided.
The patterns are computed using the ecipex package (Ipsen, 2014) , since it relies on an algorithm with reduced computational demands.
During the analysis, it is possible to account for non-uniform incorporation by specifying how many atoms in the target analyte molecule are amenable to incorporation (see the package manual for details).
Inspecting the results
The fitting results can be assessed either graphically or exported as a *csv file. In the former case, a plot for each sample will show the extracted pattern superimposed to its best fitted theoretical pattern; in the latter case, the estimates are saved to a file containing information such as the estimated abundance of the label, the related SER and the deviation between experimental and fitted patterns.
In the package is also implemented a strategy to combine the estimates of the isotopic enrichment obtained on independent samples by taking into account both the SER associated to each single estimate and the distribution of the estimates across the different samples.
Results
The test dataset
To test the package, we used a dataset of 8 LC-MS analyses of the lipid extracts of a 13 C labelling experiment on YSBN1 yeast strain cultures; the first 4 samples have been extracted from unlabelled cell cultures (natural 13 C abundance), while in the last 4 the cells were grown using uniformly labelled 13 C glucose (99% 13 C labelling).
Additional details can be found in the Supplementary Materials. The test dataset is made available in the package as an xcmsSet object.
The outputs
We performed the isotopic pattern analysis on several lipid species, taking the phosphatidylcholine proton-adduct [PC 32:2 þ H] þ as an example. For unlabelled samples IsotopicLabelling returned an average 13 C abundance of (1.078 6 0.003)%, in fair agreement with the natural occurrence of 1.070%, whereas for the labelled cases the 13 C abundance was estimated at (98.943 6 0.005)%. A scheme of the data analysis workflow can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
Evaluation of limitations
In order to evaluate the limitations of IsotopicLabelling, we simulated a set of synthetic isotopic patterns, and looked for the minimum amount of label enrichment for which the patterns can be clearly told apart from their corresponding natural patterns. Such lower limit of enrichment strongly depends on both signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and on the metabolite size (see Supplementary Materials for more information): the higher the SNR and m/z, the higher the sensitivity of the approach.
Conclusions
The IsotopicLabelling R package is a tool aimed at analysing MS data from isotopic labelling experiments; it has been designed to be easy to use and it provides a number of functions to quickly look at and save the results.
IsotopicLabelling is based on the assumption of having uniform labelling, and therefore the value it returns is the average 13 C occurrence within each target analyte. As a consequence, position-specific labelling information cannot be achieved. At the same time however, the number of atoms that can incorporate the label can be specified. Worthy of note, IsotopicLabelling can even be used to analyze data from MS/MS experiments, which have the advantage of providing more structural information, an important feature in isotopologue analysis.
To promote the use of IsotopicLabelling in the metabolomics community, it is integrated with xcms; an extensive step-by-step guide is provided at the project website, where all the details about how to practically use it can be found.
